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CRACK! 

A resounding shattering echoed out as the rotating cerulean bubble protecting the Naturally Formed 

Primordial Treasures inside was shattered, this barrier actually requiring multiple shots from Natalya to 

break! 

This was the reason that no Amalgamations of Greed were even formed here, the barrier alone being 

enough to hinder most average Seventh Firmament experts. 

Yet the Overseer of the Isles of the Gilded Forge was not average! 

With a calm wave of her right hand, her authority flooded out to wrap around the shining Materials 

suspended in the air as they surged towards her and Noah. 

"I never thought it would be so fast and easy to get our hands on such powerful Materials...your fortune 

as an existence with a Bloodline from the Olden Times is truly a blessing!" 

She gazed at the illusory golden purple crown that revolved above him domineeringly, Noah only letting 

out a light smile as he accepted all of the stupendous materials that she was actually sending towards 

him. 

"With all this, there is confidence in forging a Primordial Relic...yes?" 

Her overly strong genes shone with confidence as when Noah felt the freezing temperatures of the two 

High Tier Naturally Formed Primordial Treasures that actually damaged the layers of essence he had on 

his body, he nodded with utmost confidence himself. 

"Full confidence!" 

He affirmed the words of the Overseer as she smiled in a dazzling fashion, her fair lips opening to speak 

out once more but in the next second...her expression changed drastically! 

RUMBLE! 

From the direction they came from, a bestial aura was approaching and would arrive in the next 

millisecond, the gazes of Natalya and Noah changing greatly at this junction. 

Other Existences! 

With such auras coming from the same direction as them...it was highly unlikely for them to be locals of 

the Forsaken Treasure Reality! 

WAA! 

Before the shock within Natalya even settled and Noah's face turning somber, the auras arrived at the 

entrance of the Frozen shimmering cavernous space as the intruders became clear to their eyes. 

Three existences adorned in white and gold robes, a dazzling woman with white and blue hair followed 

by two middle aged men that had sharp features screaming of regal power and murder. 



Of the three, two were at the Seventh Firmament of Ascendancy as one of them released an aura 

multiple times more terrifying than the other, and the woman between them had a cold smile as she 

gazed towards Noah and the Naturally Formed Primordial Treasures swarming around him as she stood 

at the peak of the Third Firmament of Ascendancy! 

Seeing them, Noah didn't have to wonder as he felt another hidden Bloodline within him churn. 

"Primordials!" 

RUMBLE! 

Natalya uttered the words put with hate and somberness as the Heartstring Reaver Bow within her left 

hand was clasped tightly, her body instantly exploding as 10 glorious Ascendancy Halos surrounded her 

tightly an instant later! 

Experts of her caliber moved not even in increments of milliseconds as they could act within time spans 

of microseconds. 

Milliseconds had three decimal points as there were 1000 Milliseconds in a single second, while 

microseconds had 6 decimal points as there were 1 million microseconds in a single second! 

For experts of the Seventh Firmament of Ascendancy...victory or defeat could be decided within a single 

second as for them, this single second could seemingly be stretched out as if it was many hours or days! 

Within a mere microsecond that even Noah didn't fully see it, Natalya had called forth her Ascendancy 

Halos as her protective Quasi-Primordial Relic armor also draped over her, her gaze utterly cold as she 

gazed at the new intruders. It became even colder as she recognized the most powerful Seventh 

Firmament intruder- as it was someone who had a level of renown near the cluster of Realities that her 

Isles of the Gilded Forge was located in. 

The three Primordials arrived and discerned everything as the moment they only saw the figures of 

Noah and Natalya, their smiles became even deeper as it was actually the weakest being among them 

that spoke first. 

"Blacklister Noah Osmont...you have my fortune to thank for inadvertently gazing your way and leading 

us to this wondrous place!" 

RUMBLE! 

Waves of fortune and destiny exploded out at the mere words as the eyes of Natalya flashed with 

understanding, a light sigh even escaping her lips as she kept her gaze forward. 

Those with the Bloodlines of the Olden Times had profound fortune and destiny as they were drawn to 

many opportunities. 

They were also the beings that went against Reality the most as they found themselves to be magnets 

that not only attracted fortune...but calamity as well! 

Through the weaving of destiny or sheer coincidence, the Forsaken Treasure Reality she had found and 

kept hidden all this time was actually found out at this moment as even as she signed, she looked for a 

way out of this current situation as her gaze remained utterly cold and calm. 



As for Noah? His eyes carried a trace of understanding as he finally saw why he had been feeling a sense 

of disconnect in the past day, with his thoughts that a great difficulty was coming his way now being 

affirmed! 

He had questioned whether he would hit a wall soon and had posed himself to overcome it...he just 

didn't think the wall would be so hard and arduous to scale! 

Two Seventh Firmament enemies, and Primordials at that as even the laid back Natalya was gazing 

towards them with a trace of somberness. 

The most powerful Primordial standing at the entrance of frozen cavernous space saw Natalya's gaze as 

well as her vibrant power as he voiced out with his head raised high. 

"You know me?" 

WAA! 

Words filled with power and disdain echoed out as Natalya's eyes were unmoved, her words coming out 

coldly. 

"The Gazer of the Oculus Primordial Temple that can see across countless Realities." 

...! 

Elder Gazer nodded as if it was expected, his eyes ruefully looking at the 10th Ascendancy Halo that 

shimmered gold and purple as he spoke with sharpness. 

"Good. Then you will know that your death is justified." 

RUMBLE! 

A horrific aura began to spread out from Elder Gazer as his body exploded out with vibrant Ascendancy 

Halos! 

The other Seventh Firmament expert that guarded Princess Snow also exploded out with power as 

between truly powerful Higher Existences...they understand things very clearly and did not have a need 

to exchange too many words! 

The figure of Princess Snow pulled back to the side as her eyes gleefully stared towards Noah, the only 

other Third Firmament existence in here beside her as she saw him keeping a calm gaze even though a 

surefire death was coming for all of them to be silenced and the fantastical Treasure Reality they found 

to be taken away from them. 

And Noah truly was calm. 

The situation was unexpected and truly seemed perilous, but he trusted in his vast fortune and destiny 

that led him here as he knew there would be a way out! 

Through perilous situations...one could gain the most opportune outcomes! 

So Noah's thoughts surged by the millions within seconds as when he looked at the path for survival and 

ensuring that he wouldn't lose this vast Forsaken Treasure Reality that had everything he needed to 



elevate RUINATION...his gaze landed on one of the two Naturally Formed Primordial Treasures still 

floating outside and the star shaped scorching material within his Voidforged Treasure Pouch as his eyes 

instantly brightened up. 

He could see a path to victory. 

"Hand me your Bow." 

RUMBLE! 

His mental voice reached the figure of Natalya before him as this powerful Overseer didn't even 

hesitate, the Heartstring Reaver Bow leaving her hand and appearing in front of Noah as in the next 

instant, his body became surrounded by an obsidian barrier nobody could see through! 

It was a wondrous Domain of Apocalypse as within it, RUINATION rose up as it sucked in Noah's figure, 

his voice ringing out once more. 

"1 second...no, give me 2 seconds at most!" 

WAA! 

A second! 

Natalya's eyes nearly trembled at such a request as if she understood what Noah wanted to do, it was 

truly a short period of time. 

Taking her Heartstring Reaver Bow and the materials he already had...this Peerless Forger was actually 

looking for a way out of this perilous development by forging a Primordial Relic at this moment, but how 

could a Primordial Relic be forged within a single second?! 
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A terrifying situation had developed as there were too many things on the line! 

The Forsaken Treasure Reality that Natalya had found alone was too crucial, with its vastness being 

something that even Legends at the Realm of Reality would be interested in. 

A single one of its Treasure Islands was enough that Noah and Natalya discovered three Naturally 

Formed Primordial Treasures- materials that could go towards forging Primordial Relics! 

What lay on the many other Unexplored floating landmasses within this Forsaken Treasure Reality? 

What existence would one find within it if even at this point, they hadn't even come across Destiny 

Goblins or Destiny Goblin Kings? 

Such a fantastical Reality was on the line as it couldn't be allowed to fall into the hands of others, the 

regret being something one would never be able to live with for a billion years. 

There was also the fact that even though it was Noah's True Sanguine Clone within this Forsaken 

Treasure Reality, this Clone held an abundant amount of Loot and even The Quasi-Primordial Relic 

RUINATION within him. Noah wouldn't allow any of his Loot to be taken by others, much less give up 

RUINATION! 



So this was a battle that couldn't be lost. 

Yet the enemies they faced...ah! 

A renowned Elder Primordial at the peak of the Seventh Firmament that even Natalya had heard of, and 

another Seventh Firmament expert added on top of that as the chances for even the seemingly 

undefeated Natalya Rostova were slim. 

And when it came to Noah himself? Even though he held 90% True Physical and Soul Damage Negation 

due to his Destiny Goblin King Bloodline, his Ascendancy Value was still only just above 7,000! 

Meanwhile, the two appearing enemies had Values of more than 10,000,000 as when one compared 

them, it was akin to a newly born baby standing against a hardened veteran soldier decked head to toe 

with weapons and ammunition. Noah had come across an enemy too many levels above him as this 

problem was tremendously hard to overcome, where any other Third Firmament existences would 

simply falter in desperation and accept their loss! 

But this was not the case for the Tyrannical Emperor. 

RUMBLE! 

The Bloodline of the Emperor of Old disdained being threatened and killed on the being it had 

enthroned, where even the death of a Clone was frowned upon! 

The Emperor could not be so easily stepped on, and a possible solution to overcome an impossible 

situation lay in the forging of a Primordial Relic. 

If equipped with a genuine Reality altering weapon, Natalya should be able to stand against the 

terrifying enemies...right? 

Such was the conjecture, so Noah moved to accomplish it right away as while hidden by a small Domain 

of Apocalypse, his body entered RUINATION as the feature of Ruination Cosmos was activated. 

WAA! 

Noah's eyes flashed with coldness as he arrived within the Ruination Cosmos- an area within RUINATION 

where the time ratio was 10,000:1! 

The one second he asked Natalya to provide for him...was 10,000 seconds within this space. That was 

close to three hours! With such a period of time in hand, Noah could even lounge off if he wished. 

With utter seriousness due to the matter at hand, Noah pulled out the Heartstring Reaver Bow that was 

already a Quasi-Primordial Relic. 

OOOOM! 

Thereafter, the Pocket Cosmos of the Infinite Empire came out as from it- a golden forge releasing 

blistering heat rose madly, Noah gaining a golden hammer within his hands! 

Waves of destiny and fortune swarmed around him as he placed the bow in front of the Forge, this item 

bring sucked in and beginning to spin mesmerizingly in the extreme heat as Noah patted his Voidforged 

Treasure Pouch to bring out two materials. 



BZZZT! 

Waves of immense coldness and heat echoed out the moment they appeared, one being a Naturally 

Formed Primordial Treasure of the Fire element and the other being of the ice! Two entirely opposing 

elements, yet Noah's intuition rang out for him to utilize these two together in the elevation of the 

Heartstring Reaver Bow towards a Primordial Relic. 

"Hooo..." He breathed out calmly as an air of grace surrounded him, the protective essence of multiple 

Quasi-Insuperable and Insuperable Nomological Edicts wrapping around his body to protect him as one 

half of his body had layers of ice covering it, and the other half looked like it was about to catch on fire 

from the blistering heat given off by the other Naturally Formed Primordial Treasure! 

In such a situation, the purple gold crown on Noah's head rotated madly with an austere air of power, 

the Emperor wielding the golden hammer in his hands as he brought close the two opposing Naturally 

Formed Primordial Treasures and began to hammer down. 

DONG!...DONG! 

Each hammer carried the profound strength of the peak of the Third Firmament as Noah was in his 

Golden Titan form at this moment, his devilish refined features being illuminated within the crimson 

Ruination Cosmos as he was the only figure in this space shining with multicolored lights while 

hammering down Naturally Formed Primordial Treasures! 

BZZZT! 

Wondrously, each hammering causes a few golden particles to break off of the frosty and scorching 

materials, these golden particles sinking into the Heartstring Reaver Bow as from its ends, golden 

shimmering heat and coldness began to permeate. 

It was the process of the beginning of the birth of a stupendous weapon...the birth of a fearsome bow 

that would go on to leave its name fearfully across Realities! 

At the same time that Noah was doing this, the situation in the outside world remained as dangerous as 

ever. 

Without so much as a thought, the two Elder Primordials at the Seventh Firmament of Ascendancy 

released their illuminating Ascendancy Halos as they were filled with glorious splendor. 

Five Blue and four Purple Halos surrounded the Primordial Guard who always stood protectively around 

Princess Snow, the power of this existence not being low...but he wasn't the one that stole the show. 

It was the Elder Primordials that even had 8th and 9th Firmament experts come to for aid due to his 

unique capabilities- the one known as Elder Gazer! This being erupted with utter ferocity and power as 

around him, 9 purple and a single fully Gold Ascendancy Halos could be seen! 

Gold! 

Even Natalya only had a mixture of purple and gold for her tenth Ascendancy Halo, yet this being had his 

fully gold! 
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Just what did the color gold represent in an Ascendancy Halo? 

Why were the Matriarch and Sadek of the Royal Blight Serpent Dragon Bloodline so fearful when they 

saw a trace of gold in Natalya's Ascendancy Halo? 

The answer of course lay in the quality of Edicts included within the Halo, and it meant that the types of 

Edicts contained within a Golden Ascendancy Halo were simply too unfathomable! 

Natalya knew this very well the moment that the Gazer of the Oculus Primordial Temple erupted out 

with his glimmering Halos of light. 

Noah's words of needing a single second reached her mind as her soft lips tightened, her gaze one of 

utter regality as her Ascendancy Halos exploded with power- undulating over her body up and down as 

she shot out like a cannonball towards the two terrifying enemies! 

She left behind an unbreakable authority around the obsidian domain the Peerless Forger behind her 

had set up, nobody being capable of bypassing this authority unless she fell. 

All of this...she did in the time span of less than a microsecond as her crimson gold eyes stared at her 

enemies with a myriad of emotions, but one could distinctly see boundless wrath hidden amidst the 

calm and regality she always displayed. 

Primordials. 

It was always Primordials! 

As she looked at the righteous expression of the Gazer that looked down on her and granted her the 

judgment of death for doing nothing other than being the one to find this wondrous Realm and knowing 

about it, Natalya couldn't help but have a certain memory flash by her eyes. 

The thoughts of powerful existences were even faster than the actions of their bodies as a Seventh 

Firmament existence could be thinking for what seemed like hours in the span of less than a 

microsecond, and this was why it seemed like Natalya had not even given a single thought when Noah 

asked for her bow as she simply gave it! 

She had thoughtfully considered his words in her mind for what seemed like a stretch of many minutes 

while calculating with her own destiny and fortune- and she actually chose to rely on the young Peerless 

Forger behind her to give her strongest Quasi-Primordial Relic. So the flash of memory that passed by in 

her mind at this moment came and went in but an instant, but it was an important memory! 

SHAA! 

In the midst of the dredged of a Prime Reality that was undergoing destruction. 

BOOOM...CRACK! 

Terrifying sounds continued to resound throughout as a figure of a younger Natalya bloodied and 

battered unstably flew from shattered Cosmos that were being devoured by Pandemonium, her figure 

reaching out towards an existence that was vaster than a hundred Cosmos...even though such a 

terrifying existence was floating listlessly amidst the destruction of his Reality! 



Shockingly, one could see a dimmer river of endlessness that was actually shattered and torn into many 

pieces on his chest- a representation of a Legend that had achieved Reality! Yet now, his body lay 

floating amidst a destruction of Reality as Natalya landed on the body of this being while calling out 

tearfully. 

"Father...father!" 

The fading life-force of this existence trembled as his eyes barely opened into suits, the Flames of 

countless Nomological Edicts dripping off of his Origin as rivers of golden blood formed beneath the 

body of this existence. 

"...do not despair, Little One." 

RUMBLE! 

Even amidst the death and destruction, the voice of this existence with a shattered Reality rang out 

clearly within Natalya's mind,, her reddened eyes only becoming redder as tears dropped down 

endlessly! 

"Do not despair...for I will always be in your heart." 

WAA! 

With such words, the dimming Reality within this being could hold on no longer as the last flicker of 

Flames faded. 

OOOOM! 

As if mourning for him, the surrounding Reality also cried out as its destruction continued even faster, 

the figure of Natalya being left alone in this lifeless Reality as she gripped her hands tightly atop the 

shattered chest of a Legend! 

"I'll kill them...I'll kill them all!" 

Boundless rage and pain leaked from her as she felt the ravages of the destroyed reality eat up the body 

of the person she held most dear, a wisp of essence that shouldn't have been there actually stemming 

off from the dead figure of the Legend as it wrapped around Natalya- taking her body upwards and 

sinking into her Origin as it took her away from the imploding Reality. 

Throughout, a single sentence continued to repeat over and over again amidst the destruction. 

"I'll kill them all...I will kill them!!!" 

RUMBLE! 

Like a flash of light, the memory came and disappeared. 

It was many millions of years ago, and yet Natalya could remember it like it was yesterday as it had 

flashed across her mind every single day since then. 

And every single day, she bid her time. 

Every single day, she sought to rush towards the realm of a Legend and establish her Reality! 



The enemies she vowed to kill...had actually appeared before her as they were much less terrifying than 

the ones that had taken away the person she held most dear. 

They...would not stop her from achieving what she wanted! 

"OOOOOOH!" 

A bellow of profound pain and power echoed out from the Overseer as at this time, she moved with all 

her power! 

BZZZT! 

The Ascendancy Halos around her buzzed and ground over her body as they exploded out with madness, 

the Overseer of the Isles of the Gilded Forge going on to meet the attacks of a much more powerful 

being fearlessly. 

BOOOOM! 

Reality itself folded and creaked as at this moment, not even a millisecond had passed. 

DONG...DONG! 

Within the Ruination Cosmos where a certain Peerless Forger was hammering down furiously, the last 

dredged golden particles were actually flowing out of the nearly absent Naturally Formed Primordial 

Treasures as everything had gone to the spinning Bow within the golden Blacksmith's Forge. 

DONG! 

Noah hammered down one last time as the materials of extreme heat and ice disappeared into the 

Forge, a glorious and austere glow of utter majesty shining out from the spinning bow within! 

BZZZZT! 

A magisterial glow of light as soon after, Noah felt a shocking activation of essence riding up not just 

around his True Sanguine Clone, but mostly his main body in the far away Infinite Empire as profoundly 

golden prompts of quantified information bloomed before his eyes. 

<You have succeeded in forging your first Primordial Relic.> 

<A Profound Achievement! The Natural Laws of Reality feel an increased Affinity as the Essence of 

Reality surges towards you!> 

RUMBLE! 

A magisterial scene occurred as for the birth of a Primordial Relic...something terrific came with it! 
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<You have succeeded in forging your first Primordial Relic.> 

<A Profound Achievement! The Natural Laws of Reality feel an increased Affinity as the Essence of 

Reality surges towards you!> 

RUMBLE! 



Such prompts appeared in bright golden textboxes as Noah finished the elevation of the Heartstring 

Reaver Bow from a Quasi-Primordial Relic into a Primordial Relic, a unique phenomenon caused by the 

birth of this Relic as Noah felt changes occur within his True Body! 

In the depths of the Infinite Empire, within the Cosmic Holy Land. 

Noah was in the midst of forging another Edict as he waited for the generation of his Essence of Reality- 

with him needing a significant amount to continue forging his Primordial Epitaph for his System. But at 

this time, his True Sanguine Clone finished the forging of a Primordial Relic as apart from the fantastical 

golden text boxes appearing before him, the space above him split apart as a shocking authority and a 

flood of the Essence of Reality rolled down! 

It was an undecipherable situation as even Noah had not expected it, but the Infinite Empire came to 

the rescue once more as it quantified the unique phenomena around Noah and laid out the foreign 

information being received into the golden textboxes that Noah saw. 

Space itself split apart as droves of Essence of Reality surged into Noah, going into the small space 

where this unique resource was stored as it began to run rampant and seemingly start stretching this 

space outward! 

<Due to the increased Affinity to the Natural Laws of Reality, your Maximum Reserves of Essence of 

Reality are being elevated! 300…400…> 

"Ah!" 

In but an instant, Noah's maximum reserves were shockingly doubled as this number actually continued 

higher, his thoughts moving rapidly as he digested this brand new information. 

He had known nothing of it, yet there was such a thing as the Natural Laws of Reality that all existences 

across Realities tried to overcome and bend to their own wills through the Essence of Reality, whether 

through forging Systems or through Concepts like Edicts to achieve their own intended results! 

It seemed…there was actually something like Affinity that one could have with the Natural Laws of 

Reality, and Noah had just stumbled onto one of the ways to increase this Affinity as it was the forging 

of a Primordial Relic that could freely affect Reality. 

A weapon capable of altering the rules of Reality…actually increased Affinity towards the Natural Laws 

of Reality! It was a mind bending concept that Noah was trying to fully grasp at this moment as he felt 

rivers of the Essence of Reality rush into him, the expansion of space within his Origin finally coming to a 

stop as more golden text boxes rose. 

<Your Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality have been expanded by 1,000 Units.> 

BOOOM! 

His body exploded with utter splendor and majesty as before he could even be shocked, the Affix of 

Reality from RUINATION that granted him a one fourth generation of his Maximum Reserves of Essence 

of Reality fully went to overdrive as he felt his body generate even more of this fantastical Essence! 

His reserves were expanded by 1,000 as he now had 1,200 Units as his maximum- so just from the Affix 

of Reality alone, he could passively generate 300 Units every single day. 



"..." 

It was a ridiculous boon that was entirely unexpected as it wasn't the only surprise, with Noah's eyes 

having been keeping track of his Ascendancy Value that showed off the level of power he could exhibit 

in a numerical fashion- and this value was also affected by the sudden expansion of the stellar space 

within his Origin as with the sudden increased access to Essence of Reality, his Value shot up to reflect 

this as ridiculously, it passed through a milestone as if it didn't exist! 

When Noah looked at his details, he didn't see a slow rising 7,000 for his Value as in a matter of seconds, 

this number jumped crazily as it became 17,000. 

WAA! 

A 10,000 gain in value in a mere instant as the pressure Noah released became even more glorious, and 

he actually passed the benchmark of the Fourth Firmament of Ascendancy in this manner! 

All from the forging of a Primordial Relic! 

"..." 

Even he was speechless. 

"Is it…always this easy?" 

…! 

Was it always so easy for one to scale the Firmaments of Ascendancy? The answer was of course, no! 

Others had it hard as they could remain in the Second or Third Firmament all their lives, where ant level 

higher was where many faced their deaths without moving forward. Different people rose up in a 

different manner as in the case of Noah, his rise in values was something shocking that would even 

cause Legends who had already achieved Reality to glance his way if they knew. 

We must also keep in mind the subject of Ascendancy Values…and how this number could fluctuate in 

the future by a large degree depending on too many factors! 

It was common knowledge among many powerful beings that the elevation of a Value by a First 

Firmament being and a Seventh Firmament being was very different. The former could double in 

strength just by going from an Ascendancy Value of 1 to 2, while the latter doubled in strength by going 

from 10 Million to 20 Million. 

There were intricacies in understanding Ascendancy Values in such a manner as an Insuperable 

Nomological Edict forged when an existence was in the Third Firmament and it granted them a boost of 

a few thousand Values at that time…this same Edict and its boosts would also be capable of inflating 

their value by tens of thousands when they reached a higher Firmament where the base values of the 

being had changed! 

And if a being had many ridiculous boosts from a variety of Edicts but had a small base value due to 

something like a low count of forged Cosmos within his Origin- when this being goes forward to heavily 

increase the number of Cosmos he holds and vastly elevate his base value, all the boosts he held would 



heavily cause his strength to rise as once more…the Ascendancy Value could explode to a shocking 

number. 

These were the intricacies that were hard to grasp for many. 

But at this moment, Noah ridiculously went from the Third Firmament of Ascendancy and into the 

Fourth Firmament with such utter ease that he had to question Reality for a brief second! 

Thereafter, his mind buzzed with even more information as he focused on the thoughts of his True 

Sanguine Clone that had just forged the Primordial Relic- wanting to see the details of this item that had 

been the cause of too many surprises! 
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From the Blacksmith's Forge, a fantastical bow that shone half red and half white could be seen spinning 

with waves of liquid essence flowing around it. 

Scorching waves of heat seemed to come out on one end while the other end had glaciers of Frost, 

these two opposing elements coming to meet in the middle seamlessly as they constantly gave off a 

pulse of a crimson white light! 

Noah's eyes landed on this glorious Relic as he beckoned with his hands to call it forth, but even he 

found his stupendous defenses being shredded apart by waves of heat and coldness even before the 

Relic came too close to him. 

At his level of power, it would actually be hard for him to even hold on to this Primordial Relic due to its 

nature unless he called out his Ascendancy Halo and even fused with it! 

SHAA! 

Light flashed as he instead gazed at the details of this weapon, seeing that it had actually changed from 

Heartstring Reaver to being called Heartsplitter! 

<Heartsplitter>(Primordial Relic) :: A Primordial Relic forged from a Quasi-Primordial Relic and the 

Seamless fusion of two Naturally Formed Primordial Treasures of Ice and Fire. The Natural Laws of 

Reality bore witness to its birth as it entered a lineage of weapons capable of affecting Reality with their 

activation. Drawing the string of the Heartsplitter will generate an arrow containing all of the Flames of 

Edicts of the user, this arrow having the capability to alter Reality to make sure the target will always be 

hit- even if they span across different Realities. All attacks released by Heartsplitter grant Physical and 

Soul Damage equivalent to the destruction of one-third of a Reality, requiring immense amounts of 

mana to utilize its basic attacks as for its strongest attacks- the Essence of Reality is required. Usable 

features include <Heart Piercer>, <Rain of Sorrow>, <Reality Shatterer>, <Archer Specialist>, <Reality 

Vision>, <Infinite Arrow Generation>, <Continuum Splicer>. The Forger that brought forth the 

Heartsplitter will also experience boons whenever an enemy falls from it, with the attacks of this Relic 

carrying a Soul Devouring feature that will enhance the soul of the Forger and even carry with it 

Concepts within the devoured souls such as Daos and Edicts… 

…! 

"Heartsplitter!" 



Noah's expression when he looked at this weapon was actually ecstatic! 

Ecstatic! 

How could he not be ecstatic when it was written that this Relic would grant boons to its Forger every 

time an enemy fell because of it?! 

????? ????? This meant that even if he wasn't using this weapon and Natalya received her Primordial 

Relic, any existences she killed….they would go towards benefiting Noah! 

They would go towards strengthening his soul as even the Daos and Nomological Edicts of these beings 

would be among the things flowing back to Noah! 

He could be relaxing in rivers of destiny surrounded by his women and all of a sudden receive an 

Insuperable Nomological Edict and the strengthening of a Soul so long as the Primordial Relic he forged 

tested blood. 

This…was a shocking concept as it was a glorious cause for celebration and many questions. 

Would such a thing be a feature that appears in all the Primordial Relics that he forges? Would there be 

other features similar that he didn't even know about? The possibilities were endless as Noah's eyes 

couldn't help but release beams of golden light when he gazed at the spinning Primordial Relic before 

him! 

How could he not be ecstatic when it was written that every attack from this weapon had the equivalent 

force of one third of a shattering Reality? Pa nda 

No vel Such attacks were things that existences like Natalya were capable of as they earned titles like 

Scorcher of Realities or Poisoner of Realities. When they went all out, they could decimate Emerging 

Realities and cause them to implode! Now, Noah had forged a Primordial Relic that released one third of 

the force of a shattering Reality…and the only caveat was that it needed immense amounts of mana to 

activate this Primordial Relic. 

"..." 

Mana! 

Oh, Mana! 

For the basic attacks of this weapon, immense amounts of mana that no doubt only those in the 

Seventh Firmament of Ascendancy or higher would be able to provide was required, but what did Noah 

have?! 

RUMBLE! 

His body exploded out with madness and power as his eyes carried unbound excitement, the illusory 

form of an Ascendancy Halo shining crimson with bands of gold around it erupting around Noah as an 

instant later, it fused with him fully! 

WAA! 



His body attained a glorious true form as due to the fusing with his Ascendancy Halo, his Ascendancy 

Value rose crazily as he found himself standing at 57,936 for his Value after this transformation. 

That…was all the way from his recent arrival of 17,000 Value! 

Flames weaved around madly atop his head as his Flames of Edicts began etching themselves over his 

body into runic tattoos, his purple gold crown spinning with fervor and power as glorious pairs of 

multicolored wings made of the Flames of Edicts erupted from Noah's back! 

Noah had to take on this form as his current body was already being frozen and burnt before this Relic 

even got close to him. Its power was truly too terrifying as even the Naturally Formed Primordial 

Treasures that went into it were already shredding apart defenses set up by the essence of Edicts. 

To grasp it, he had to be in his strongest form as he didn't even know if he could hold onto this 

Primordial Relic for a few seconds or even a minute due to its disastrous nature! 

His hand seemed to be aflame with power and regality as he reached forward to grasp onto the 

shocking Primordial Relic even while he was in the Ruination Cosmos of his Quasi-Primordial Relic. 

This was because as long as he had the target in mind, they would be reached even if they spanned 

Realities. 

That…was another shocking feature of this Primordial Relic! 

So even though he didn't know how the situation was outside, he wanted to have the two Seventh 

Firmament Primordial currently besieging Natalya to have a test of one third of the force of a Shattering 

Reality! 

OOOOOH! 
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BZZZT! 

Scorching heat and scalding coldness spread out all around as Noah's hands wrapped around the 

Heartsplitter Primordial Relic! 

His form was that of utter majesty as his crown rotated with mad power, shimmering pairs of wings 

made of flames of Edicts releasing waves of light that washed over him while flames of Edicts coursed 

through his body on intricately etched runic lines. 

OOOM! 

The second Noah held on to the Primordial Relic, he felt his left hand become half frozen and half burnt, 

the power coursing through his body holding off the maddening essence reeking off of this Relic as he 

was able to pull the bowstring of this Relic. 

…! 

The moment he did, Mana began to leak from him madly as it surged into the bow within his hands, 

every single millimeter that he pulled required droves of Essence that would entirely dry up any Fifth 

Firmament existence! 



The Flames of Edicts within his Origin surged to form a terrifying arrow within his hands, Noah only 

being capable of utilizing this basic attack as anything else required abundant reserves of Essence of 

Reality that he didn't have. 

But even a basic attack of this terrific Heartsplitter Primordial Relic carried damage of one-third of a 

shattering Reality. 

A level of attack that would be an ultimate skill of a Seventh Firmament existence who could destroy a 

Reality! 

"Hooo…." Noah let out a light breath as he felt everything around him with utter clarity. 

The pain his left hand felt just from holding the Primordial Relic. 

The ravaging freezing and burning energies spreading towards his body as his own essence and 

Authority of Catastrophe was battling with at this very moment. Pa nda 

Novel The surging waves of endless mana that went forward to allow him to fully pull the string of this 

stupendous bow all the way to the fullest! 

A target appeared in Noah's mind at that moment. The image of the unwavering eyes of the Seventh 

Firmament Primordial known as the Gazer of the Oculus Primordial Temple. 

At that moment…the swirling arrow that carried power capable of altering Reality was released with this 

target in mind! 

SHAAA! 

The arrow disappeared into the folds of space the moment that it was released silently, and Noah's left 

hand had cracks running through it at this moment as tendrils of Flames and burning frozen edges from 

the Primordial Relic coursed towards his shoulder. 

The fingers that had pulled back the bowstring were splintered with all muscles ripped off, only pristine 

stellar bones shining with the light of Cosmos being seen as Noah once more began to pull on the 

Heartsplitter Primordial Relic! 

Endless waves of mana surged forth as another arrow was knocked. 

A target appeared in his mind as it was the other Seventh Firmament expert that came to besiege them! 

SHAA! 

An arrow was released as it disappeared silently. 

BZZZT! 

The musculature within Noah's entire hands up to his shoulders entirely split and became destroyed as 

only his stellar skeleton could be seen at this moment, the terrifying waves of power from the bow 

within his hands actually still going towards destroying him as his entire body was now half a popsicle 

and half releasing heat that would make suns jealous! 

Three shots. 



That was how much his body could handle with a level of safety before this bow entirely destroyed his 

True Sanguine Clone! 

His stellar skeletal fingers pulled to form the third arrow as yet another target appeared within Noah's 

mind. 

SHAA! 

The last arrow was shot out as the target in Noah's mind was the exceedingly gorgeous woman who told 

him that she was to thank for the Primordials inadvertently finding him and coming across the Forsaken 

Treasure Reality in the first place! 

"I want to say fuck you in particular, whoever you are." 

She had said Noah had to thank her vast fortune and destiny for this turn of events. He was curious to 

see just whose destiny was vaster! 

SHAA! 

The arrow disappeared right before Noah's eyes as his left and right hands were pulverized, waves of 

essence pushing the Heartsplitter Primordial Relic away from him as his body moved back and tried to 

heal from the ravages of a treasure that actually bypassed the protective essence of Edicts as if it was 

nothing. 

Maybe only an existence at the Seventh Firmament of Ascendancy like Natalya or that Elder Gazer who 

had forged dozens of Insuperable Nomological Edicts and possibly even higher level Edicts could handle 

such a weapon! 

Noah had shot his attacks as his boundless life force went to heal him, getting ready to leave the 

Ruination Cosmos and see for himself just what fantastical results would come out of these three shots! 

— 

THRUM! 

In the space the size of a Universe within the Treasure Island. 

Obscene waves of energy were accumulated around three different beings as this much congregation of 

Essence was enough to easily shatter thousands of genuine Cosmos! 

On the body of the Gazer, 10 Ascendancy Halos illuminated his body gloriously as this being actually 

clasped his two hands in the middle of his chest like an enlightened existence, his eyes coldly staring 

towards the figure of Natalya shooting his way. 

The moment his clasped hands fully touched, an illusory shape appeared to nearly fill up the entire 

space as it was the illusory image of a golden mountain with an utterly wild and oppressive pressure 

thundered down. 

A mountain! 

This mountain seemed to carry a sense of profound power and authority as it was ordained with many 

of its own specific details, becoming more real with every passing microsecond as if it was a live 



mountain! It could vaporize Cosmos with ease as if it smashed into an Emerging Reality a few times, 

such a Reality would undoubtedly face destruction! 

Such an attack descended towards Natalya as along with it, the Seventh Firmament Primordial Guard 

also shot out with an attack. 

Princess Snow watched all of this gleefully as she could already barely keep up with the speed of the 

beings before her, her heart already thinking of the boundlessly rich future waiting for her when they 

obtained this whole Forsaken Treasure Reality for themselves! 
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A golden Primordial Mountain that carried a unique authority thundered down towards her as beside it, 

a corporeal crimson hammer formed in the hands of the other Seventh Firmament Primordial Guard as 

both attacks would reach her in the next few microseconds! 

Natalya's languid eyes fluttered as she was still without any fear, the Ascendancy Halos around her 

undulating madly as the Essence of Reality deep within her churned out to be utilized freely. 

DONG! DONG! DONG! 

Her Ascendancy Halos all went towards her outstretched right hand as they smashed into each other, 

the 10 Halos of light seemingly becoming one as the moment they did so, a blinding flash of light echoed 

out as a terrific shape formed around her instantly! 

CAAA! 

With a cry that seemed to gaze at everything below it, the form of an ancient Phoenix made entirely of 

white flames that burned the very surrounding Reality itself came out! 

CAAA! 

Without an ounce of fear, the Phoenix went on to clash with the golden Primordial Mountain and a 

Cosmos shattering Hammer as she took both the attacks on herself…making sure the existence behind 

her was unaffected. 

…BOOOM! CRACK! 

A horrific explosive sound echoed out as soon after, it was followed by the very breaking of not just the 

space around then into a void, but the very structure of Reality in this area was decimated as spatial 

instabilities formed crazily! 

WAAA! 

The space of the Forsaken Treasure Reality seemed to be special as the instant it was broken and 

decimated, the surroundings flashed with a golden light as an instant later…the surroundings fluctuated 

with a pristine light as everything was instantly healed and returned to how it was. 

…! 



Shock coursed through the eyes of those that understood what just happened, the impact of the clash 

being revealed as the white flames of an ancient Phoenix faded to reveal a somber figure of Natalya who 

actually had her right hand splintered and bleeding golden blood! 

Her face was flushed and somber as on the other side, the Gazer had eyes releasing an illuminating light 

after watching the instant healing of space when it should have normally taken days or weeks for even a 

Prime Reality. 

It seemed…this Forsaken Treasure Reality was even more special than he expected as he had to assure 

he got it within his hands! 

THRUM! 

His Ascendancy Halos surged again as when he saw the injured Golden Titan below him, he gave her a 

nod of appreciation for being able to withstand him and the attack of another existence as he prepared 

to finish her off. A few more attacks, and this being below him would utilize all her Essence of Reality as 

the only thing left for her would be to perish. 

'Nothing can stand against the might of the Primordial Mounta-...huh?' 

SHAA! 

As his body bubbled with power and already caused the Primordial Mountain to become even more real 

around him, he felt barely existent spatial fluctuations near him as an arrow of burning light passed by 

the corner of his eyes…going towards a gleefully watching Princess Snow. 

Three arrows were shot. Pa nda 

Novel Two had behind them more power to handle their powerful targets, while the last one had behind 

it more speed as its enemy wasn't as powerful. 

The last arrow arrived first as from the confusion within Gazer's face, his gaze changed drastically in the 

next moment as in the slowed time of mere microseconds, he saw a heart rending arrow that seemed to 

carry with it the weight of a portion of Reality arrive before Snow! 

THRUUUUM! 

….! 

A shot capable of releasing one-third of the force of a shattering Reality. 

Against a Peak Third Firmament Primordial…it was a death sentence! 

Princess Snow's face only registered the threat the moment it was upon her, the tip of the multicolored 

arrow reaching an inch away from her head! 

A shot to kill! Yet an instant later, the face of Snow that was gradually changing to shock and horror had 

a splendorous glow of white light appear over it, a glimmering necklace rising from her fair neck as it 

released a pulsating and austere authority that would make one's heart tremble. A protective talisman! 

…BOOOM! 



The force of the arrow was released. 

BZZZT! 

The shimmering necklace that had risen around the neck of Snow was only able to glimmer for a 

microsecond before all light from it shattered, its protective glow disappearing right away. At the same 

time, half of the force behind the attack was taken away! 

It turned out that this existence actually had a protective item on her that activated the moment her life 

was on the line, and it could protect her from a single attack of even an existence at the Seventh 

Firmament! Just what was her identity? 

At this moment, it didn't matter as even with half the force of one third of a shattering Reality…not even 

a Sixth Firmament existence would be able to overcome it! 

BOOOOM! 

Everything was razed and torn as the fair body of Princess Snow was ravaged by a terrifying force that 

tore the very surrounding Reality itself. 

CRACK! 

Spatial instabilities formed instantly as even a portion of the unbreakable golden walls of the space they 

were in behind this area became ravaged with cracks of spatial instabilities spreading out and even 

causing the Treasure Island to shake! 

At this moment, a pain cry echoed out as if someone had lost something very dear to their heart. 

"SNOW!!!" 

With eyes of utter pain and shock, The Gazer called out as he was already halfway towards Snow. But 

the attack was too fast as by the time he noticed it…it was too late! And before he could even grieve… 

SHAA! SHAA! 

He heard two more sounds of terrifying similarities as his heart shuddered. 

He gave a light pat to a golden runic ring around his fingers as something appeared within his hands, his 

eyes only being able to catch the glimmer of the Flames of two more arrows carrying even more power 

than the last one. 

Thereafter, an apocalyptic impact reverberated out as space itself wailed and cried out in utter 

madness! 

Chapter 1498: Shock! Awe!!! Lll 

As Noah left the Ruination Cosmos and erased the Domain of Apocalypse to rush back into the Treasure 

Island with a newly forged Primordial Relic in tow, he couldn't help but shudder in both joy and worry! 

This was because in a split microsecond, he learned that one of his attacks had been successful- the 

target of the peak Third Firmament Primordial perishing as boundless Loot flowed over to him! 



His soul that had been fairly blank after dumping concepts into the Soul Library was quickly painted with 

new concepts as shockingly, the identity of this existence was not light. 

To further explain this, vibrant golden prompts flowed over his eyes. 

[+1420 Cosmic Filament Cores obtained…] DING! The effects of Loot Multiplier are applied...[+142 

Shards of a Seed of Reality are obtained.] 

[+2,800 True Blood Pearls obtained…] DING! The effects of Loot Multiplier are applied...[+280 Existential 

Pearls are obtained.] 

[+4,400 Runic Dao Line Enhancers obtained…] DING! The effects of Loot Multiplier are applied…[+440 

Evolutionary Runic Lines of Ascendancy are obtained. ] 

[+24 Trillion Skill Points obtained…] DING! The effects of Loot Multiplier are applied…[+24,000 Cosmic 

Resource Points obtained.] 

<The effects of Absolute Looter are applied.> 

<The ownership of the Insuperable Nomological Edicts and Flames of the Glacial Emperor, Destiny 

Traverser, Hellion Queen, Gleeful Sinner, Royal Wolf Emperor….have been granted.> 

<The ownership of the Quasi-Insuperable Nomological Edict and Flames of the Stolen Valor, 

Obsidian…have been granted.> 

<The ownership of the Greater Nomological Edicts and Flames of the Snow Princess, Frozen Cosmos… 

have been granted.> 

<The Bloodlines of the Royal Cosmic Wolf Devourer, Snow Wolf Emperor, Beast Monarch…have been 

granted> 

<10 Low Tier Reality Crystals that contain the Essence of Reality have been granted.> 

…! 

This was the reason for Noah's joy and worry. 

Due to her identity, her Nomological Edicts were abundant as Noah obtained a number of Insuperable 

Nomological Edicts that surpassed even the ones he held- gaining 24 all at once! 

RUMBLE! 

The influx of concepts into his soul and their Flames caused an explosion of power within him, the 

vibrant Flames of Edict seemingly setting his Origin aflame as their authority spread out along with their 

vibrant boosts. 

Boosts…that propelled Noah even higher as his Ascendancy Value began to skyrocket upwards once 

more! 

24 Insuperable Nomological Edicts! 

Of course, only a few were of such high quality as the ones Noah forged for himself, but their boosts 

were worthy of Edicts at this rank as the boons they held were stupendous. 



Apart from the 24 Insuperable Nomological Edicts, this Princess Snow who was actually the daughter of 

a terrifying Overseer of multiple Prime Realities under the banner of Primordials granted Noah 17 Quasi-

Insuperable Nomological Edicts, 8 Greater ones, and 3 Minor ones!Pa nda 

Novel The number of lower quality Edicts went down as shockingly, it seemed like this Primordial had 

only made 3 Minor Nomological Edicts before she began to only forge Greater ones and never looked 

back. She then forged Quasi-Insuperable Nomological Edicts as after she gained the capability to make 

Insuperable Nomological Edicts…she only continued to make those! 

Similar to how Noah had only been making Insuperable Nomological Edicts since he could forge them, 

this girl used this same concept as she had only been forging such quality of Edicts the past millions of 

years. 

Frankly, this was the path that many existences scaling the Firmaments of Ascendancy took as after 

being able to make high quality goods, they would mostly make those same high quality goods! 

So Noah was showered with a dense number of concepts that caused his Soul to scream in happiness 

and also to feel a heavy weight from the sheer volume. Yet even with this influx of concepts and 

Bloodlines…Noah had yet to feel 'Full' as he had yet to meet the limits of his Soul! 

RUMBLE! 

His thoughts had to come to a stop at this moment as he appeared outside within the golden 

shimmering cavernous space, being just on time to experience the shocking impact of his attacks. 

He found the figure of Natalya vibrating with power and yet injured with shimmering drops of golden 

blood dripping down her fair right hand, yet the Flames within her eyes burned bright as she couldn't 

even turn her gaze towards him at this moment. 

It was because an immense force exploded before her enemies, with its impact being something 

apocalyptic as it could be considered an ultimate attack of any Seventh Firmament expert! 

Two of such attacks exploded with speed right before the Gazer and the Primordial Guard, its shocking 

effects causing rips in reality to stretch out as horrifically, they stretched out for light years as they 

caused the Treasure Islands they were on to tremble! 

Due to the Flames of Edicts within the two arrows, the rips of spatial instabilities shone with different 

colors as pulsing multicolored lines of broken dimensions could be seen stretching out as far as the 

location where they first saw the division of a single path into nine. 

That was how disastrous this attack was! 

And yet just like before… 

BZZZT! 

The vast locations of the Treasure Island affected by this attack shone with a glimmer of golden light as 

with a terrifying authority, space began to weave itself together as it was an artist- the torn land and 

paths healing and reforming like they were never damaged! 

What a fantastical Forsaken Treasure Reality. 



What a mysterious land of Loot! 

SHAA! 

The results of the two shots were visible to all as it caused even the somber Natalya to break out in 

shock and awe, with one being able to see nearly one-third of the body of the Seventh Firmament 

Primordial Guard decimated and shattered! 

Natalya had seen a glimmer of the arrows before they exploded, her heart trembling when she thought 

about the source they could have come from. 

Her gaze never left her enemies as she sent a mental message to the being that had reappeared behind 

her even when half a second had not passed. 

"Were those arrows from…" 

She could not finish her words. 

She did not dare to because it was too outlandish! 

Yet the voice of the Peerless Forger behind her came out while filled with intricate emotions. 

"It is no longer the Heartstring Reaver…with its current name being Heartsplitter!" 

RUMBLE! 

Heartsplitter! 

Chapter 1499shock! Awe!!! LV 

Heartsplitter! 

The name alone caused Natalya's heart to beat with excitement, but even the excitement couldn't 

overcome her shock and awe. 

This was because it had been less than even half a second. 

This being had asked for a second or two as Natalya gave him the benefit of the doubt and trusted in her 

destiny, but she never expected for such a robust and unbelievable result! 

For something like a Primordial Relic…to be born within less than a second! 

How grand! 

How domineering! 

How magisterial! 

Her gaze released dancing crimson and golden flames as she still held herself back from locking her eyes 

onto the existence behind her, her Ascendancy Halos undulating up and down as she still kept her focus 

on the enemies ahead of them to see the results of the two attacks. 



The expression of the Seventh Firmament Primordial Guard was utterly livid with his eyes actually 

ringing with bouts of terror, that one shot having nearly destroyed him if he hadn't fully deployed his 

Ascendancy Halos and fused with them. 

OOOM! 

His torn body began to pulse as it tried to heal with great difficulty, his figure pulling back just a little 

while he gazed in the direction of Natalya and Noah. 

Then, there was the Gazer of the Oculus Primordial Temple. 

When the scene around this being cleared, Noah and Natalya's eyes contracted as they saw waves of 

golden essence wrapping over the Gazer's body- these golden waves of essence stemming from an 

object he had thrust out in front of him as it entirely protected him from the terrifying arrow that held 

one third of the force of a shattering Reality! It was an item that he thrust out, its appearance at this 

moment becoming clear to all as Noah could only stare at it in disbelief! 

"Oh, come on!" 

He couldn't help but call out with slight frustration, the item he saw being an enormous curved 

greatsword that shone bright gold and white, this sword filled with pristine jagged edges as it was twice 

the size of its holder at this moment. 

BZZZT! 

Its holder was currently showing an expression of utter rage and wrath, his surroundings shaking and 

trembling from this pressure alone as the unique jagged greatsword within his hands rang out with a 

glorious cry. 

It flashed with a light of utter splendor as the aura it released…was very similar to what Noah had just 

forged! 

A Primordial Relic! 

WAA! 

It was an impossibility! 

Something that was genuinely improbable! 

Primordial Relics were commonly held by Legends that had achieved Reality, with it being rare to find 

those in the 9th or 8th Firmament of Ascendancy holding such items. 

It was rare…but some powerful Overseers held them as their names were renowned and spread across 

many Realities. But for a Seventh Firmament existence to hold a Primordial Relic? It was unheard of! 

The Gazer of the Oculus Primordial Temple…just how had this existence gotten his hands on such a 

thing?! 

Even within the memories of Princess Snow- which when Noah went through them, he wanted to puke a 

few times over as he had to block a significant portion of the memories of this woman and Gazer…Noah 



found nothing during the time Snow spent with this being that spoke of him actually having a Primordial 

Relic. 

As they watched on with shock and amazement, the voice of a certain Overseer began to ring out. 

"Noah?" Natalya spoke with a light voice. 

"Yeah?" 

"Now would be a good time for me to get my hands on that Heartsplitter." 

"...Yeah." 

With their gazes on the wrathful face of the Gazer who was surrounded by a terrifying golden glow while 

grasping onto a weapon twice his size, Noah nodded with a gaze tinged with pain as from his Voidforged 

Treasure Pouch, a deadly bow releasing waves of frost and heat appeared!Pa nda 

Novel A bow so powerful that Noah didn't know when he would ever be able to hold it again…a bow 

that made Noah want to forge multiple Primordial Relics and deck himself head to toe with them. 

A bow that caused the surroundings to tremble as with its appearance, Natalya did not even look back 

as her left hand merely opened her fair palm. 

BZZZT! 

Arcs of red and blue shone on her palm as the vibrant half red half blue bow shot out as if it was 

possessed, feeling the call of the person that had used its prior self for millions of years as it left its 

Forger behind without so much as a thought! 

BOOM! 

Instantly, a firmament shaking bow was grasped onto the fair hands of a Golden Titan, all the 

surroundings becoming painted crimson and blue at this moment. 

Half of the surrounding space turned extremely hot while the other turned freezing! 

BZZZT! 

Arcs of blue and red flames surrounded Natalya's left hands as tendrils of these flames snaked around 

her, the body of this Overseer cascading with glorious crimson and blue lights at this moment as even 

the scale crimson Quasi-Primordial Relic she wore seemed pale in comparison. 

Not an ounce of injury could be seen from her hand as the raging Primordial Relic turned as docile as it 

could be while she grasped it. 

Its terrifying waves of heat and coldness did not affect her as information about this terrifying weapon 

entered Natalya's mind, a smile finally blooming from her somber expression as she sent a mental 

message to the being behind her. 

"You've forged me something incredible!" 

WAA! 



"I have…" Noah's voice echoed out while he came to float to the right of Natalya, his eyes on the shining 

figure of the Gazer. "...but I do not know if it will be enough." 

…! 

Yes! 

Because inexplicably, their enemy also somehow had pulled out a Primordial Relic! 

Whether through his vast connections of 8th and 9th Firmament existences or through something 

others didn't know about, the Gazer of the Oculus Primordial Temple was truly too hidden and 

mysterious as the situation within the Forsaken Treasure Reality continued to remain entirely perilous! 

Chapter 1500: Glorious Lmprovements! L 

Within the second following the death of Princess Snow and Noah accumulating all of her Nomological 

Edicts, Memories, and an overabundance of Loot. 

His True Body was situated on the golden throne at the depths of the Cosmic Holy Land as liquid rivers 

of multicolored Essence surrounded him. 

A few miles away from this golden throne, there was a paradisiacal landmass filled with overflowing 

verdant vegetation and a trickling of a milky gold river flowing beautifully at the exact center. In this 

location, the figure of Adelaide could be seen accompanied by a few women that couldn't stop gazing at 

her belly, the shortest and most vivacious one there looking to have an impatient expression as she 

frequently stared at Noah in the distance. 

"Don't bother him now, it seems he has come across something crucial that needs a lot of his attention." 

Adelaide's voice came out sweetly as it caused Barbatos to sigh, this Ice Queen continuing to speak out 

as she gazed towards Valentina. 

"How's the situation within the new Realities?" 

With the aura of a Queen, the dark hair on Valentina glimmered as she answered with a bright 

expression. 

"A majority of the Cosmos have been gathered together with the Champions in these Realities bending 

the knee or about to. They can all be graced with the honor of pledging Fealty soon!" 

WAA! 

Like generals overseeing glorious battles, these women reported on what was happening within the 

Realities Cecilia managed as they were about to be taken under the Tyrannical Emperor! 

When this occurred, Noah could fuse all of the Cosmos within these Realities to the Infinite Empire, and 

the linking of 5 Realities would guarantee the elevation of this treasure into a Primordial Relic- into a 

glorious seed of Reality. 

This was just one of the many things Noah was currently going towards the completion of as he 

supplemented his strength to extricate himself from the dangerous situation within the Forsaken 

Treasure Reality. 



The Primordials that had found them and the location of this wondrous Reality could not be allowed to 

be left alive, and this was stressed even more so now after Noah finished forging a Primordial Relic from 

the materials obtained in this Forsaken Treasure Reality! It was truly too valuable to be given to others 

as he would do whatever it took to achieve the complete annihilation of the Primordials within it- and 

this meant bypassing the 7th Firmament Gazer of the Oculus Primordial Temple who also held a 

Primordial Relic! 

'If a single Primordial Relic will not be enough…I will just forge another!' P and a 

N ovel WAA! 

A domineering thought crossed his mind as Noah's figure that had its eyes closed in meditation was 

seeing a myriad of possible paths. 

The elevation of RUINATION to a Primordial Relic. The elevation of the Infinite Empire to a Primordial 

Relic! If he had two of these in hand, would a single Seventh Firmament existence still be able to stand 

against him with the aid of the terrific Natalya Rostova?! 

OOOM! 

The multicolored essence around him vibrated with excitement as apart from the plan to elevate and 

obtain two more Primordial Relics, Noah was also taking the steps to increase his Ascendancy Value 

even more. After achieving 24 brand new INSUPERABLE Nomological Edicts from Princess Snow…he had 

no reason to not re-optimize his first Ascendancy Halo to be entirely filled with Insuperable Nomological 

Edicts and forge his second one with the Quasi-Insuperable Edicts! 

BZZZT! 

The authority of the Sanguine Emperor was fully displayed as the Bloodlines of all the Edicts within his 

body obeyed him. 

His stellar form of millions of Cosmos glistened atop the golden throne as the golden blood of certain 

Bloodlines began to be unfused from Noah's Ascendancy Halo of Catastrophe, while other Bloodlines 

were fused in seamlessly. 

An eruption of light caused his illusory crimson gold Ascendancy Halo to rise up as its structure was 

changed and modified ever so slightly, runic lines weaving on it as it seemingly became more archaic 

and released bursts of more power. 

As the Halo of Catastrophe was reforged and experiencing changes, one could also see the crackling of 

light erupting to cause the illusory formation of red another crimson Halo, Noah going forward and 

fusing the bloodlines of the Quasi-Insuperable Nomological Edicts into his Second Halo at the same 

time! 

THRUM! 

Wildness and majesty. 

That was the scene atop the golden throne as the glimmers of multicolored light around Noah were 

much too intense, his mind working either haste and speed as in a matter of mere moments, Bloodlines 



were unfused and fused as he achieved the fantastical prospect of his first Halo being entirely made of 

Insuperable Nomological Edicts! 

The crimson halo had changed ever so subtly as the golden bands weren't mere lines anymore, the two 

sides of the lines carrying intricately designed shapes of stars that caused the Halo to seem unreachable 

to any other beings that scaled the Firmaments of Ascendancy. 

SHAA! 

Noah's mind buzzed with information as the Authority of Catastrophe underwent a change. 

His Ascendancy Value also underwent a change as the base 17,000 before he fused with his Halo was 

now above 20,000 and only rising as the second Ascendancy Halo was also being forged! 

This was his answer. 

This was his method of overcoming the present difficulty as he scaled the Firmaments of Ascendancy at 

a rate other beings would only look at in shock. 

Achieving the Fourth Firmament in mere days was a shocking record as who could exceed him when it 

came to obtaining Edicts? Who could exceed his authority of the Resplendent Treasure Emperor in 

granting him loot?! 

Who could exceed him on his own path of forging Edicts as even now, he looked at where his own 

strengths lay in the past as he brought them to the same stage he was at currently? As he looked at how 

he moved in the past, he was halfway through completing new INSUPERABLE Nomological Edicts based 

on concepts that were very dear to him. 

The concept of Animus Summons and the left behind Dao of Summoning. The Lich Emperor and its 

Undead Legions. There had to be high level Edicts that supplemented Noah's strength on these concepts 

as he wanted to be able to have armies of existences at whatever Firmament he stood on! He wanted to 

have the Blue Slime, Tiamat, Colossal Helios Leviathan…he wanted all of his Summons to stand on the 

same stage as him! 

Could they not swarm all enemies then? Could they not scale the Firmaments and shake up the vast 

Infinite Realities filled with dangers and opportunities?! 

 


